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Welcome to the Autumn Grange Newsletter. We’ve got items of historical, environmental and local
interest with our middle page profile on a distinguished economist, author and academic.
We are delighted to welcome Isobel Miller to the Grange Association Committee. She has taken on the
role of Events Organiser, quite a task as can be vouched for by those on the committee who have been
cobbling together the programme since the retiral of the previous incumbent. Isobel would be pleased to
get your suggestions for speakers for future talks.
Happy reading!
Jenny Dawe
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HISTORY & HERITAGE
Dugald Christie,
medical missionary
Patricia Johnston is Advisor to the Scottish
Churches’ China Group that works on health and
education projects with Chinese partners. Here
she tells us about a man whose statue stands in
the grounds of Shengjing Hospital in Shenyang.

British people”.
Central to Dr Christie’s thinking was the need to train
Chinese doctors, both male and female, to take over
and develop their own health services and training. If Dr
Christie could see the hospital and medical college he
founded as they are today, he would feel that goal had,
largely, been achieved. Shengjing Hospital is now the
overarching name for 4 campuses – Nanhu Branch
Hospital, a centre of excellence for paediatric services;
Hua Xiang Branch Hospital; Shenbei Rehabilitation
Centre; and Benxi Campus. Nearly 10,000
undergraduate students are taught there.
Shengjing Hospital is very
proud of its missionary/
Scottish history and the
photograph of Dr Christie
(left) has pride of place in the
Hospital Exhibition and
Medical University meeting
room.
The link between Shengjing
Hospital and Scotland has
remained virtually unbroken
Dr Dugald Christie since 1883. Today those
links are maintained and
developed by the Scottish Churches’ China Group
(SCCG).
The SCCG works with staff in Shengjing Hospital on 4
main programmes - staff capacity building for staff
working in Palliative Care, Rehabilitative Services,
Spiritual Care (in a Palliative and end of life setting) and
the development of GP services. These fields of work
are all in their infancy in China.
Over the past 30 years there have been ongoing staff
exchanges that have seen Scottish experts go to China
to run training programmes and Chinese staff come to
Scotland to undertake additional training/observational
placements. More information on the partnership
between the SCCG and Shengjing Hospital can be
found at www.sccg.org.uk

Within Grange Cemetery is the grave of Dr. Dugald
Christie (1855-1936), founder of Shengjing Hospital and
Mukden Medical College, now
China Medical University,
Shenyang, North East China.
Dugald Christie, born in Glencoe
in 1855, received qualifications in
medicine and surgery from the
Royal College of Physicians of
Edinburgh and the Royal College
of Surgeons of Edinburgh in 1881.
Upon graduation he was invited,
in 1882, by the Mission Board of
the United Presbyterian Church to
be their pioneer medical
missionary in Manchuria. He
arrived in Shenyang that year
and, in 1883, founded the first
Western medicine clinic in northeast China.
Life was not always easy for Dr Christie and his
colleagues. Apart from the physical harshness of the
winters and outbreaks of serious illness, there were also
occasions when foreigners were not welcome in the
area.
Despite all the setbacks, in 1912 Dr Christie established
Mukden Medical College, the first medical college in the
north-east of China, and served as the first Principal. He
proposed a motto for the school: “Not to be served, but
to serve the people”. In 1922, having worked in China
Patricia Johnston
for forty years, Dugald Christie retired and returned to
Edinburgh. Over the next fourteen years, he devoted his [Photograph of Christie’s grave: By Stephencdickson - Own work, CC BYSA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=35048305]
life to “promoting friendship between the Chinese and

Grange Cemetery update
Gravestones: Alan McKinney reports that the project to reerect fallen stones has been progressing well. By the
middle of June, 130 monuments had been restored with
another 10 foundations in place. Good weather has made
the work easier.
Visitors: Our Some Notable Burials booklet, on its 2nd
reprint, has continued to prove popular with cemetery
visitors. We try to keep the booklet containers on the

notice board poles filled. The booklet contents can also be
accessed at: http://gaedin.co.uk/wp/new-history/cemetery
New “notables”: A small group of us have started to
identify further interesting people or memorials in the
cemetery. If you would like to offer to help or to draw our
attention to anyone not in the original 24 notables, please
let Jenny Dawe (liaison@grangeassociation.com) know. The
gravestone may already be on our list, but better to get a
suggestion twice, than not at all.
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HISTORY & HERITAGE
Local hero honoured
Allan Ebenezer Ker (1883-1958) , a Gordon
Highlander, was awarded the Victoria Cross (VC) in
1919 for “conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty”
near St Quentin, France, when he was attached to
the 61st Battalion of the Machine Gun Corps. His VC
citation on his courageous actions in March 1918
states: “Although Lieutenant Ker was very exhausted
from want of food and gas poisoning, and from the
supreme exertions he had made during ten hours of
the most severe bombardment, fighting and
attending to the wounded, he refused to surrender
until all his ammunition was exhausted and his position was
rushed by large numbers of the enemy.”
Ker, born in Edinburgh in 1883, son of a lawyer, was brought
up in the family home at 16 Findhorn Place. He studied law at
Edinburgh University, and practised in Edinburgh. In 1914, Ker
joined The Gordon Highlanders, following the example of a
cousin killed in the first weeks of the First World War.
Ker achieved the rank of major before demob in 1922, when
he returned to his profession of law, but now based in London.
He died in Hampstead, London, in 1958.
Major Ker’s courage has been memorialised in the Grange in

two ways. At the end of
May, a commemorative
flagstone (right) was
unveiled outside his
Findhorn Place home; and
a ceremony, with piper
playing The Gordon
Highlanders’ Regimental
March, Cock o’ the North, revealed Ker’s name at
the rededication of his parents’ restored
gravestone in Grange Cemetery (photo left).
JD
[Photo left by Jo Doake; photo right by Richard Doake]

Jawbones still missing
The saga of the jawbones continues.
Poor historic repairs, the liquidation
of the specialist company working on
the project, the complexity of the
task, additional treatment now
identified as needed, appointment of
a new conservation company in Shropshire and
enhanced structural support recommended mean
that the jawbones are unlikely to return to Jawbone
Walk this year.

f
f
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LOCAL EVENT

The sun shone on
Fountainhall Road
on Fair day
Joan Forehand, Grange Association Treasurer,
reports on a very successful Grange Fair.

T

he Grange Fair 2018 took place on Saturday 12th
May in Fountainhall Road. It was blessed yet
again with warm, sunny and relatively windless
weather. This, along with the numerous attractions,
brought out record crowds. Almost 2,000 people were
counted in.
The Fair was opened by a rousing performance by the
Lion Dance Troupe from Yee’s Hung Ga Kung Fu
Edinburgh (pictured below), back by popular demand
for a second time.

Stalls photographed by John Peacock

staff at Newington library, led by Julia Cormack, and
the use of space at the library, inside and out. Their
support and flexibility in dealing with last minute
changes to plans is very much appreciated.
Thanks too, to all the local people and businesses
who generously donated baking, plants, tombola
prizes, books, DVDs and bric-a-brac.
Many volunteers came forward to help with various
tasks including categorising all the donations,
erecting the kindly donated marquee, collecting
tables and chairs supplied by Sciennes Primary and
Mayfield Salisbury Church, organising and manning
stalls and children’s activities and stewarding (a
special thanks to the volunteer face-painters, and a
promise that queue management is noted as an
area of improvement!). The Plants stall was again
knowledgeably operated by members of the Grange
Gardening Exchange group.

Lion photographed by Jo Doake

The entertainment programme continued throughout
the afternoon with performances from Sciennes
Primary Recorder Group, Sciennes Primary Acapella,
Edinburgh University Clarinet Choir and Niklas Bennet
saxophone soloist. There was also a Tai Chi
demonstration by the Edinburgh branch of the Taoist
Tai Chi Society.
The children’s games and activities proved as popular
as ever and the new addition of pavement chalk
drawing brought out some creative energy…perhaps
more Picasso than Rembrandt!
The Fair benefits greatly from the involvement of the

The Fair wouldn’t happen without the Fair
organising committee who were ably kept on track
this year by Anna Kulhavy. A big thank you is due to
everyone involved.
Given the kind weather and big crowds, the Fair
generated a surplus which is being donated to local
support groups for those with Parkinson’s and
dementia and their carers; to Newington Library to
fund children’s storytelling events; and to the
Braidwood Centre, Dumbiedykes, to fund its parent
and toddlers group and a lunch club.
If you are interested in helping on the organising
committee or as a volunteer at next year’s Fair,
please email Anna at grange.fair@yahoo.co.uk
5
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PROFILE - Gavin McCrone
Gavin McCrone has
had satisfying careers
as a civil servant and
academic. Last
month, he spoke to
Jenny Dawe about his
life and work.
PHOTOGRAPHS by
STEVE COX

W

Ahead of his time

hat does the name “McCrone” mean to you? The McCrone
Report on teachers’ pay and conditions? The McCrone Report
on Scotland’s oil revenues? An Oxford, Glasgow or Edinburgh University
teacher? An esteemed Civil Service colleague? A hard-working fellow
Board/Committee member? The man whose book helped you decide
how to vote in the independence referendum? Gavin McCrone,
distinguished Grange resident, fits all these descriptions.
Robert Gavin Loudon McCrone – now CB, MA, MSc, PhD, Hon LLD, FRSE,
Hon FRSGS – was born in Ayr in 1933. Always known as Gavin, he was
the son of a doctor who became a GP in Pitlochry, where he practised
until retirement in 1958. Gavin’s uncle, novelist Guy McCrone (18981977), was the author of Wax Fruit (1946), a best-seller about Victorian
Glasgow, which was dramatised on BBC Radio 4 Woman’s Hour.
Gavin McCrone’s first school was in Milngavie, followed by a boarding
prep school, evacuated to Loch Rannoch during the war. However, he
dismisses his schooldays as “rather English and too long ago”. National
Service with the Royal Army Service Corps followed from 1952-54. “I
had hoped to go abroad but was sent to Wales instead,” he laments.
Gavin’s University education began in Cambridge at St Catharine’s
College. He had not decided what to do after school. “A master at
school said I should do Economics Part 1 and Law Part 2 in the
Cambridge Tripos, which I now regard as poor advice. I did do
Economics Part 1, liked it, so continued with it for the rest of my
degree.” Thus his distinguished career path was set.
An MA at Cambridge was followed by an agricultural economics
scholarship at the University of Wales at Aberystwyth. The subject
appealed to him because of his awareness of Scottish agricultural issues.
His MSc dissertation was later published as a book, The Economics of
Subsidising Agriculture (1962).
In 1959, Gavin took up a post with Fisons Ltd in Felixstowe, Suffolk. Of
some voyeuristic interest is that Fisons’ imposing Felixstowe HQ building
started life in 1903 as the Felix Hotel where Wallis Simpson spent time
awaiting her 1937 divorce. Gavin did not relish his job; but it coincided
with a happy time otherwise with marriage to Alix whom he had met in
Pitlochry where she worked at the Freshwater Fish Laboratory. Their
marriage led to two sons, a daughter and seven grandchildren.
For five years from 1960, Gavin worked at Glasgow University. He
lectured for a year in the Political Economy Department, followed by
less teaching in the Economic and Social Research Unit. His PhD was
published as Scotland’s Economic Progress 1951-60 (1963). “It was the
first time anyone had calculated Scottish GDP,” Gavin tells me. It seems
so obvious now but is an example of him being ahead of his time.
While on a six month sabbatical in 1964 doing research in Brussels,
Gavin was appointed a Fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford. He
6

enjoyed his five years
there from 1965 to
1970. A term’s leave of
absence enabled him to
further his work on
European regional problems, the results published in Regional Policy in
Britain (1969).
Tony Crosland, Secretary of State for Local Government and Regional
Planning 1969-70, recognised Gavin’s ability and sought him out as an
adviser on a part-time appointment. Gavin explains what happened
next: “Regional policy in Britain was always my main interest, so that’s
why Tony Crosland wanted me. Labour then lost the election and
Crosland left office. I agreed to go to the Scottish Office for two years
and was given leave from Oxford. At the end of the two years, I was
promoted to the Under-Secretary post for regional development but
retained my title of Chief Economic Adviser.” Gavin was, in many ways,
reluctant not to return to Oxford but he now had wide ranging
responsibilities in the Scottish Office and the family were enjoying
Edinburgh. In 1980, he became head of the Industry Department for
Scotland, one of the five main Departments in the Scottish Office, and
in 1987 he moved across to be head of the Scottish Development
Department. For twenty years Gavin had a well-regarded career as a
civil servant.
He did not foresee the controversy that emerged around one piece of
work in 1974, though he says, “I am not embarrassed at all by all the
publicity.” Gavin explains: “Part of a senior civil servant’s duty in the
fallow period between an election and a new government assuming
office is to prepare briefing papers for incoming Ministers, whoever
they turn out to be. The outgoing Tory government had been unable to
decide on measures to ensure for the state the major tax revenues
expected from North Sea oil. It was something of a scandal that the
necessary steps had not been taken.” Yet again, Gavin was ahead of
the game. “My estimates of the potential revenues were far larger
than the outgoing government had claimed and turned out, if anything,
to be not high enough.” The paper was for very limited circulation
though Gavin says most of the information in it was already in the
public domain. With a new Labour government in 1974, the paper was
given to new Secretary of State, Willie Ross. It remained “secret” until
2005 when the SNP obtained it under Freedom of Information
regulations. The Report was widely cited by the SNP as supporting its
case, declaring its “suppression” a deliberate act of betrayal of the
Scottish people by a Whitehall terrified of an independent Scotland.
Though McCrone’s paper had indeed concluded that North Sea oil had a
major effect on the case for independence, it also listed many major
underlying problems. In a letter to the Cabinet Office in 1975, Gavin
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PROFILE - Gavin McCrone
stressed that almost any conclusion could be reached “depending on
the assumptions that are made about tariffs, a common currency, a
Scottish government’s spending priorities and its success in controlling
regulation”.
Gavin spent seven years heading the Industry Department. He
comments wryly: “The name was changed from Scottish Economic
Planning Department because the Tory government didn’t believe in
economic planning.” An enjoyable five years leading the Scottish
Development Department involved dealing with roads, housing and the
highlight of setting up Scottish National Heritage to secure, in a
sustainable way, the conservation and enhancement of the country’s
natural heritage.
To sum up his life in the Scottish Office? “I felt I was doing important
work. I found the 1980s more difficult with Tory philosophy against
intervening in industry. I enjoyed working with different Ministers. All
had different strengths: Willie Ross was very shrewd,
Bruce Millan thorough and effective, George Younger
(“Gentleman George”) able and a pleasure to work for.”
Retirement from the Civil Service in 1992 at the age of
59 did not mean slippers and an armchair. “What I then
did was ideal. I retired in stages.” Gavin joined
Glasgow University Centre for Housing Research as a
research professor on a two year appointment. “By
this time I was glad to be free of the treadmill of papers
in the Civil Service,” he admits. Gavin McCrone and
Mark Stephens published Housing Policy in Britain and
Europe (1995) on national housing policy in six
European countries. Gavin recounts: “I did Sweden,
Germany and France. It was extremely interesting, in
particular, to see how other countries worked with
great commitment with Housing Associations.”
Gavin’s next move was to a half-time Visiting Professor
post at Edinburgh University Management School from 1994 to 2005.
He enjoyed teaching on the Scottish economy to part-time MBA
students and on the European Union to full-time MBA students.
During this period he wrote and edited European Monetary Union and
Regional Development (1997), financed by the Bank of Scotland.
Gavin built up an impressive portfolio of Board and Committee
appointments, ranging from economics and the Scottish Parliamentary
Boundary Commission to opera and NHS Trusts. He was VicePresident, Royal Society of Edinburgh (RSE), 2002-05; and General
Secretary, RSE, 2005-07. All benefited from his many years studying,
writing and lecturing on economic and regional matters and reflected
personal interests, such as opera. Many gave him much to ruminate
upon: “It was interesting but frustrating on the RIE Trust during
consideration of the new hospital PFI contract. I was very dubious
about PFI but we were told it was the only way to do it. At the same
time, the Western General Hospital was expanding with Government
finance. That really made me wonder.”
In 1999, Gavin was appointed Chairman of the Committee of Inquiry
into Professional Conditions of Service for Teachers. “I was rung up by
a former colleague,” he recalls. “I’m sure I was not first choice but it
was a good committee. I thoroughly enjoyed it.” It did not take long
for the committee’s report to breed controversy: not because of the
report itself but through the 2001 “McCrone Agreement”, drawn up by
the Scottish Executive, teachers’ unions and COSLA. Gavin asserts: “I
had no involvement whatsoever in the McCrone Agreement. The
Report said teachers should work flexibly till the job is done, not 35
hours maximum as in the Agreement. The pay rise was more generous
than our suggestion, there was antipathy to Continuous Professional
Assessment; and Chartered Teachers did not turn out to be the high
quality we sought. But there was no more trouble from teachers’

unions for ten years and the previous multiplicity of grades was sorted
out.”
Gavin played an important part in three RSE Inquiries. He was
appointed Vice-Chairman of the Inquiry into Foot and Mouth Disease in
Scotland, 2001-02, to assess the impact of the terrible outbreak in 2001
that cost agriculture and tourism over £480m. The Report stressed that
livestock epidemics have agricultural, social and psychological
consequences. Gavin recalls with horror the slaughter of animals and
believes there had been a “ridiculous” rejection of vaccination.
The RSE Inquiry into the Crisis in the Scottish Fishing Industry, 2003, was
proposed by Gavin. He was Vice-Chair, finding the proceedings very
interesting, He was disappointed that, despite the report’s favourable
reception, not much then happened to implement recommendations.
Gavin also proposed and chaired the RSE’s Inquiry into the Future of
Scotland’s Hill and Island Areas, gathering evidence and consulting
widely in 2007-08. He tells me: “I was concerned at
what I was seeing all over the Highlands. Agriculture
was shutting down.” The September 2008 Report
found “a critical need to integrate social, economic and
environmental measures for rural areas and empower
communities to act within an overall national strategy”.
Scottish Independence. Weighing up the Economics
(2013) was Gavin’s important contribution to the prereferendum independence debate. The first and an
expanded second edition sold out. In the Preface,
Gavin stresses his impartiality and that “Scotland could
prosper either as an independent country or if it
chooses to remain part of the United Kingdom.” His
balanced analysis provided solace to both “Yes” and
“No” campaigns.
Looking back on his career, Gavin reflects: “I really
enjoyed my mixed career. I believe my time at Oxford made me a
better economist and I wouldn’t have been as effective in the Scottish
Office without having been a teacher.” He adds: “If there was a theme
running through, it was a continued effort to try to improve economic
conditions in Scotland. This is what links most of my books and what I
tried to do in the old Scottish Office.” It also permeated his work on
Boards, Committees and Inquiries.
Did all this leave time for leisure interests? Music is still a pleasure and
he enjoys going to concerts. He was on the Board of Scottish Opera
from 1992 to 1998, on the Scottish Opera Endowment Trust since 1998
and Board of Queen’s Hall from 1998 to 2002. He is especially proud of
one role: “I was one of a small group involved in getting the old Empire
Theatre, then used as a bingo hall, resurrected and developed as the
now splendid Festival Theatre, thereby solving the long quest for a
theatre suitable for opera in Edinburgh.”
He used to be a regular hill-walker but “Age has taken its toll. A walk to
Marchmont is enough for me these days.” Nevertheless, his face lights
up at the memory of two routes – the Lairig Ghru mountain pass in the
Cairngorms; and “the easier walk” from Linn of Dee to Blair Atholl.
Gavin’s connection with the Grange began in 1970 when he and his first
wife lived in Dick Place and then in Mansionhouse Road until her death
in 1998. Gavin married Olive in 2000. She was the widow of one of his
closest Cambridge friends, who died tragically in London aged 45. Left
with two young daughters, she returned to being a teacher, and later a
magistrate, in London. Gavin and Olive lived in the New Town for five
years after they married but moved back to the Grange, where they
now enjoy the ground floor of a handsome house in Lauder Road.
Gavin McCrone’s mind remains sharp and I suspect he will continue to
be a man ahead of his time in his thoughts on economic and regional
matters, always with the aim of improving conditions in Scotland.
7
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NATURE NOTES f r o m T o m B r e h e n y
Midsomer Murders

B

y the side of Blackford Pond I watched a tiny field
vole scoot across the path from the shadow of the
wall onto the sunny banking opposite, its movement
reminding me of a clockwork mouse. I levelled with
the creature as it
moved along the
bank weaving in
and out of the
sparse vegetation,
its fur a lovely
glossy brown. The
blunt, cutesy nose
of a field vole tends
to give the beastie a
Field vole
more endearing appearance than the
pointy noses of their rat and mouse relatives. In the
past I've only managed to catch brief glimpses of field
voles darting across the narrow tracks through the
grasslands, with little opportunity to study them
closely.
One of the voles’ main predators on the hill is the
kestrel, the all seeing eye in sky. On a breezy
afternoon in July I watched four excitable "kee-keekeeing" kestrels circling
around the top of the radio
mast on Blackford Hill. The
two parent birds hovered close
to the structure while the
young ones settled rather
nervously on the uppermost
spar and continued with their
needy cries for attention. The
adult male spiralled up into the
Kestrel
wild blue yonder until he became a tiny
speck and disappeared, while the female remained at
a lower altitude hovering beside a high-viz Japanese
paper kite shaped in the form of an octopus with
trailing tentacles rippling gently from side to side. The
Dad tugging on the kite was having all the fun while
his two sulky children were wandering in the opposite
direction, whacking the dainty harebells with sticks.
That's men for you, commandeering their kids’ toys
and not sharing.
I once invested a significant amount of pocket money
with my brother Peter, to go half shares on a model
space rocket designed to be launched into the
stratosphere using a primitive elastic catapult.
Unfortunately, I never did get the opportunity to try it
myself because, on my brother's third continuous
launch, the automatic parachute failed to open and
bring the craft down safely in one piece. Arrggghhhh!
8

In later life, my big brother claimed to have no
memory of this tragic incident.
A birding friend of mine recently told me that he had
once discovered fish bones in a tawny owl pellet. My
own examinations of tawny owl pellets have usually
revealed the bones of voles, shrews, rats, sparrows,
finches and the occasional young rabbit. Tawnies
mainly hunt from a fixed position on a post or branch,
dropping down on their prey at ground level but they
also take roosting birds from trees and buildings.
Apparently, the fish diet is not as rare as one would
think, especially in urban areas where there are
gardens with ponds.
Tawnies can thrive on relatively small territories with
a wide range of prey species
available to them, including
fish, worms and frogs.
Herons and domestic cats
have been the chief
suspects when carp and
other ornamental fish have
disappeared overnight from
garden ponds. A chap in
Derbyshire recently solved
the mystery of his own
missing goldfish when he
checked the footage on his
Tawny owl
wildlife camera trap set up in the
garden beside his pond. The culprit was a tawny owl
which also used his pond for bathing.
A word of warning for woodland walkers who
sometimes find "orphan" fledgling owlets on the
forest floor. Wise to leave them where you find them:
they are strong climbers with needle sharp talons
and their parents know precisely where they are. My
brother Peter sported an impressive childhood scar
on his head inflicted by the talons of a parent tawny
owl protecting its young and he was fortunate not to
lose an eye.
Nero, the big beefy black tomcat from number 15
may be innocent of the murder rap relating to the
dead nutkin discovered in the garden at number 9.
There was only circumstantial evidence linking him
with the crime (see the June 2018 issue of the
Grange Newsletter). On the 25th of July we
witnessed a smaller black and white cat grab a
squirrel by the tail in front of our house and wrestle it
up and down the road scratching, biting and
screaming. It was a slow death, unlike the swift kill
from a dog bite. Eventually the moggie dragged its
prize down the lane at the top of the street and under
a gate into the garden.
Tom Breheny
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ENVIRONMENT/USEFUL CONTACTS
What a difference a lick of varnish can make …

O

ne of our readers, Hamish McKenzie, got so tired of
nagging the Council to do something about the sorry
state of the benches round Blackford Pond that, “with the
Council’s eventual sanction”, he has taken on the task of
cleaning up and repainting the benches. He has paid for
the stain and varnish himself and has put in hours of hard
work.
The results of Hamish’s labours speak for themselves in his
before and after photographs.

Hamish writes: “As a lover of the area, I just thought the
only way to have a result was to do the work myself.
Further motivation was the continuous compliments
from passers-by and the therapeutic nature of the work.
I have thoroughly enjoyed it - it makes a change from
being a Chartered Accountant.”

Hamish’s initiative has made the pond area so much
more attractive to visitors of all ages. Well done!

Overhanging branches

S

everal residents have contacted us about the
hazard to pedestrians of hedges and tree
branches overhanging from gardens. One asked us
to remind households of the problem for people
walking by, reporting, “There used to be a Grange
saying that you should be able to walk along with an
umbrella and not touch any branches above you.”
Sue Tritton, Grange Association Chair, got in touch
with the Council to check the current regulations on
this matter. She advises:
“We would encourage everyone to keep their hedge
trimmed so that it doesn’t extend beyond the line of
the wall - such hedges can reduce the width of
pavements to make walking difficult, especially
when bins are also out. Any foliage, from hedges or
trees, obstructing the pavement can be reported to
the Council who will, if necessary, ask the owner to
cut back the foliage. If this is not done, the Council
can do the work and will charge the owner.
“Officially, any work on trees in Conservation Areas
that involves more than the removal of a few twigs
or small branches should be notified to the Council
(planningtrees@edinburgh.gov.uk) in advance. The
information can be sent after the work has been
done, however, if it was to remove a nuisance or
make the footpath safe for pedestrians."

Autumn leaves: Unswept leaves are a hazard in
our area each autumn. Unwilling to provide
communal leaf bins for residents to use, the
Council has agreed to discuss further with us a
proposal that local residents could help in a
joint Council/Grange Association leaf pick. The
Council would provide resources to help.
Interested? Contact Sue Tritton (details on p2).

USEFUL CONTACTS
MP for Edinburgh South: Ian Murray
Tel: 0131 662 4520
Email: ian.murray.mp@parliament.uk
Office: 31 Minto Street, Edinburgh EH9 2BT
MSP for Edinburgh Southern: Daniel Johnson
Tel: 0131 541 2145
Email: daniel.johnson.msp@parliament.scot
Office: 134 Comiston Road, Edinburgh EH10 5QN
Councillors for Southside/Newington and
Morningside:
Tel: 0131 200 2000
Address: City of Edinburgh Council, City
Chambers, High Street, Edinburgh EH1 1YJ;
Email: first name.surname@edinburgh.gov.uk
Southside/Newington
Morningside
Steve Burgess
Nick Cook
Alison Dickie
Melanie Main
Ian Perry
Neil Ross
Cameron Rose
Mandy Watt
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PLANNING UPDATE b y N i g e l A y t o n
Planning applications have been lodged for the redevelopment of the site of the Royal Hospital for Sick Children,
just to the north of the Grange in Sciennes Road. We supported Marchmont Sciennes Community Council with its
response which is available, together with the summary statements of the plans, at:
http://gaedin.co.uk/wp/forum-test?mingleforumaction=viewtopic&t=322
Since the last newsletter, which included 11 applications still pending, there have been a further 32 applications or
appeals for planning or listed building consent in the Grange.
All planning applications in the Grange can be viewed via gaedin.co.uk/wp/planning-2

PLANNING APPLICATIONS and DECISIONS
May - August 2018
Applications granted:

Applications refused or withdrawn:

21 Tantallon Place EH9 1NZ

2 Mansionhouse Road EH9 1TZ

CLP for roof conversion and
rooflights
GF 3 Palmerston Road EH9 1TL
Extend rear outshot kitchen
and LBC for internal alterations
9C Palmerston Road EH9 1TL
LBC for new entrance, canopy
and window replacements
3A Chalmers Crescent EH9 1TW Replace rear extension with fullheight contemporary extension
3A Chalmers Crescent EH9 1TW Extend garage; create lobby;
block up two windows
1F 15 Strathearn Road EH9 2AE LBC for replacement incoming
power cables and fuse units
1 Kilgraston Road EH9 2DW
LBC for kitchen and family room.
New external door and window
*¶ 7 Grange Loan Grdns EH9 2EB Rear single storey extension
83 Grange Loan EH9 2EG
Attic conversion and installation
of new conservation rooflights
*¶ 13 Lauder Road EH9 2EN
Extensions to rear and north
25A Grange Loan EH9 2ER
Attic conversion with new roof
windows to front and rear
8 Whitehouse Terrace EH9 2EU
New car port. Removal of tree
2-6 South Oswald Road (St
Solar panels on flat roof
Raphael’s) EH9 2HG
8 Mortonhall Road EH9 2HW
Replace conservatory with
single storey extension
16 Mortonhall Road EH9 2HW
Replace garage with single
storey extension; new decking
*37 Dick Place EH9 2JA
Widen drive gateway. 40m²
hardstanding for two vehicles
35 Lauder Road EH9 2JG
Variation of consent: change of
materials for extension walls
*22A Findhorn Place EH9 2JP
Single storey extension to rear
1F 12 Grange Terrace EH9 2LD
LBC for new WC, reconfigure
kitchen, enlarge hall storage
∆ GF 15 Grange Terrace EH9 2LD Hardwood conservatory and
internal alterations
45C Fountainhall Road EH9 2LN CLP for replacement cupola
62A St Alban’s Road EH9 2LX
Erection of metal fence in front
garden
62C St Alban’s Road EH9 2LX
CLP for guttering to flat roof
over balcony
3F1 14 Fountainhall Rd EH9 2NN Alter flat, convert attic and
create new dwelling
124 Findhorn Place EH9 2PB
New dormer window to rear;
rooflights to front and side
∆ 10 Relugas Place EH9 2PY
Extension to front
10

CLP for replacement uPVC
windows
* ∆ 42 Grange Road EH9 1UN
New modern house in garden
* ¶ 5B Hope Terrace EH9 2AP
Modern two storey house in gap
site
2 Oswald Road EH9 2HF
New modern extension and
remodelling of garage
GF/1F 18 Grange Terrace EH9 2LD Replacement rear extension
with lower floor
9 Relugas Road EH9 2NE
Open woodshed and
greenhouse
*31 Canaan Lane EH10 4SX
Two storey side extension; 2
single storey rear extensions

Applications pending at 15 August 2018:
60 Grange Road EH9 1TT

LBC for 1F en-suite and removal
of GF wall and chimney breast
*3 Chalmers Crescent EH9 1TW Replace brick garage with zinc
clad store
8 Grange Road EH9 1UH
LBC for rear extension and
internal alterations
*2 Grange Crescent EH9 2EH
Replacement front door.
Replacement of hedge with 2m
high fence and gates
18 Lauder Road (VHA) EH9 2EL
LBC for replacement glass in
windows; fan to laundry
2 Oswald Road EH9 2HF
LBC for new opening to garage
and internal alterations
*37 Dick Place EH9 2JA
Detached extension at rear of
garden. Rebuild outbuildings
26 Mansionhouse Road EH9 2JD LBC for open plan kitchen;
timber rear extension
*19 Grange Terrace (Camilla
LBC for internal works. New
House) EH9 2LF
illuminated signage
23 St Thomas Road EH9 2LY
Dormer to rear; velux windows
to all elevations

LBC = Listed Building Consent
CLP = Certificate of Lawfulness Proposed
GF = Ground Floor
1F = First Floor
* comment or objection submitted by
Grange Association
¶ application modified thereafter
‡ appeal pending
∆ appeal concluded
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GARDENING

Gardening matters

I

n late June our summer outing took us to Kirklands
Garden in Fife and Kilbryde Castle near Dunblane. There
was a warm welcome and some interesting history of the
gardens from both sets of owners before we explored
these two delightful gardens. Kirklands boasts an as yet
unnamed meconopsis while Kilbryde had experimental
wildflower meadows as well as a host of more formal
features. Both had lovely riverside walks.
In the spirit of the plant hunters of old, some intrepid
members crossed a wobbly
rope bridge for an aerial view of
Kirklands Garden. [One
explorer has provided our
striking cover photo.]
A few people have asked me
about autumn raspberries
which I have been growing for a few years. I find fruit
much less trouble to grow than vegetables. If you want to
pick some of your own produce, this is a good way to
start.
We think of raspberries as a July treat, but modern
autumn-fruiting varieties are particularly easy to grow.
They fruit on the current year’s wood, unlike the summer

varieties, so once you’ve
picked all those juicy
fruits from August to
October, you can cut the
canes down tidily to the
ground any time before
February. There is no
need for staking and tying
in of new canes to flower
the next year, as there is
with summer raspberries.
And if you don’t cut down
all of the autumn fruiting
canes, they will produce
some fruit earlier the following year, so you can have the
best of both worlds.
Another bonus is that for some reason the birds tend to
leave the autumn fruit alone. There are a few autumn
varieties to choose from. I grow “Autumn Bliss”, but I read
that “Polka” is also very good.
Edythe Murie

To join the Grange Garden Exchange group and
to hear about future activities write to:
gardens@grangeassociation.com
or phone Edythe Murie 07779 763930
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EVENTS
Dates for your diary
For our new season of talks, we will continue to use
ST. CATHERINE’S ARGYLE CHURCH, 61 - 63
Grange Road, on Tuesdays. Unfortunately, at the
time of going to press, we have not been able to get
confirmation of the November meeting date.
Members will get an email update. Others should
look out for posters in the area.
Tuesday 02 October: Eric Melvin, renowned
historian with extensive knowledge of the
development of our city will talk about Edinburgh Old
Town in the 19th century.
Tuesday 06 or 13 November: Erica Planer of
Changeworks will talk about Recycling - how and
why to encourage reduction of adverse impact on the
environment.
Tuesday 04 December: Charities, based locally but
working worldwide, will give short presentations on
their work.
Meetings will be in St Catherine’s Argyle Church.
Coffee, tea and biscuits at 19:00 precede the main
talk at 19:30.
Our new EVENTS ORGANISER, Isobel Miller,
is keen to get suggestions for speakers for future
talks or events. Contact her by phone (667 4235) or
email events@grangeassociation.com

Small Ads
Fiona Hastie - Self-employed Mobile/Freelance
Hairdresser - Hairdressing in your own home by
Jenners trained stylist with many years’ experience.
For an appointment to suit, please call mobile 07932
763522; home 0131 447 1968; or email
fionahastie@me.com
OPEN POTTERY STUDIO
on SATURDAY 13 October, 12 noon to 4pm
Enjoy demonstrations of making and throwing by
professional potter on the hour. Pots for sale,
including seconds.
Studio around back of 25 Dick Place down a very
narrow passage to right of house.

NEED A PLUMBER?
Plumbing services, bathrooms, wetrooms, lead pipe
replacement, burst pipes, guttering, leadwork,
general plumbing repairs, boilers, Gas Safe
Registered.
CALL PETER DOYLE on 07793160321
Not yet a Grange Association member? It’s really cheap to
join and is an easy way to support our area. The Association
exists to protect and enhance the Grange area for everyone
who lives in, works in and visits our neighbourhood. Details
from membership@grangeassociation.com

The Avenue Store
36 Blackford Avenue
EH9 2PP
0131 668 3274

WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS
from 6.30am until 8pm
We Offer a FULL Grocery Range which
includes Instore Bakery, Chilled & Frozen
Foods, Newspapers & Magazines
PLUS...
A Great Range of Wines, Beers & Spirits
at Great Prices!
WE CAN ALSO OFFER YOU FREE HOME DELIVERY

www.avenuestore.co.uk
for details and offers
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